With my projects I want to give courage and hope to other
people. In 2012, the music of world star Patrizio Buanne came
like a butterfly of hope into my life and changed my life
forever.

My heart beats very loud at the moment because I think of the
music of Patrizio Buanne and how much I love his music. Not
even the largest mountain in the world, not the entire universe
or all the stars of the sky could be enough to describe how
much I love his music. It is often difficult for me to describe in
words how much his music means to me and how much she
has helped me since 2012 not to give up my dreams and
projects. I will never forget this day in January 2012 when I
realized how wonderful and unique the music of world star
Patrizio Buanne is. When I had lost all hope and courage to

continue fighting in the fight against cancer, the music of
world star Patrizio Buanne came flying into my life like a
butterfly of hope. Imagine you are in complete darkness, but
then you suddenly see a beautiful bright radiant light.
Hopelessness suddenly turns into hope and you become more
courageous than ever. That's what his music had sparked in
me then, and since then, it has become my light of hope and
has given me wonderful moments since 2012. During the last
years there have been moments when I wanted to give up my
dreams and projects, but again and again the music of Patrizio
Buanne helped me to continue on my way. His music flew like
a butterfly of hope in front of me and showed me like a
compass again and again a new way that I could go. Thus I
found again and again a way out of the dark into the light and
was able to ignite the hope in my heart again and again and let
it shine again. His music was always like balm on my soul and
it was always like pure energy for me. As soon as his music
sounded in the CD player I started to work on my book
projects or other online projects, wrote an endless number of
pages and just couldn't stop. Sometimes I can't believe it
myself that I have wrote a total of 6 book projects and inspire
so many people with everything I write. I sometimes sit there
wondering if I'm just dreaming or if it can really be that I've
already created so many sites and projects, that I've created so
many concepts and that I've found this team. All my projects
give meaning to my fateful years and I also have the great luck
to have found people who believe in me and my projects and
go this way with me. My team is not only my team but they are
all like family to me and I am so thankful that I have them all
in my life. I am still a happy and positive person in spite of all
these years of fate because in all these years my projects have
also come into being and I can thereby give courage and hope
to many people and cause a lot of positive things. That all this
is possible I owe to the music of Patrizio Buanne. His music
not only saved my life but also inspired me to all these

projects. My book projects and homepage projects would
never have come into being without his music. Also that I can
live my musical dreams again, that I have fought my way back
to the stage and now start a new musical adventure journey
again, all this was and is only possible because his music gives
me the strength and courage to do it. His music is with me in
every moment of my life, it is deep in my heart for all times.
Even when I don't listen to his music she sounds like a melody
of hope deep in my heart and helps me to go on my way full of
hope and inspiration.

On the picture you can see my CD and DVD collection by
Patrizio Buanne as a butterfly

I love all his CDs and DVDs with all my heart and I love every
song he has sung because his voice is so beautiful and unique.
Every second I listen to his music is another wonderful
moment in my life.
The last years from 2012 to 2019 have passed so fast , oh my
goodness , I sometimes can't believe that seven years have
passed since 2012. These years were marked by health
setbacks, years marked by further strokes of fate. Yes, it was
certainly years full of ups and downs.When I won the fight
against cancer in 2012, I thought that I would never get cancer
again and that only healthy and happy years would await me
in the future. Today I am glad that I did not know at that time
which strokes of fate would still await me. But of course there
were not only sad or terrible moments , but also many happy
and positive moments. Above all, I owe it to the music of
Patrizio Buanne that I can look back on all these years also
very positive because his music allowed me again and again
the most wonderful moments, she enabled me to forget all the
worries for a few moments and also helped me to be happy for
a few moments on sad days. I feel such a boundless respect for
this unique singer and entertainer and can't describe it with
words how big this respect is. Even Mount Everest would not
be big enough to express my deepest appreciation and respect
for Patrizio Buanne. No mountain in the world could be big
enough, because all this is too indescribably big. He has
worked so incredibly hard to create this timeless music and I
am so proud of him and so grateful that his timeless music
exists. Sometimes I have tears in my eyes for joy and
happiness and because i am so thankful that his music exists
and accompanies me every new day of my life. His music will
always remain for me the greatest miracle of my life and I will
never forget this moment in January 2012 when my butterfly
of hope came into my life. It was the most hopeless moment of
my whole life but through his music it became the most
wonderful moment of my life. It was the beginning of my new

life journey and since then my life has always been like a great
adventure journey thanks to his music . I can not wait to
continue this adventure trip with his music.

His music has done so much for me, it was always there for me
and I can always rely on her and so it became my best friend.
My love for his music started in 2012 and will last forever.

